
Despite that they catch up and 
overtake and capture Poshie who 
attaches herself to a fast 
disappearing (to me anyway) 
impressive male rear end. That 
was the last I saw of most of 
them until getting to their attempt 
at a re-group at a pub. 

We, the “middle / tail” end 
hash, had a great time! The FRBs 
luckily didn’t mark much through 
in their haste to shake us off, so 
we could re-hash and re-find 
checks with just the hint of a bit 
of distant calling, having our own 
“proper hash”. The countryside 
was great, smidge of blacktop, 
but nothing to write home about. 
The quantity of flour WAS 
something to write home about! 
Practically a pie per blob, so no 
real chance of blaming that! 

We went past a field of Bulls 
who had a new way of registering 
their disapproval; pushing the 
backsides against the fence and 
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Grand Master : 
J-Arthur 

(Arthur Thomas) 
01483  224491 (h) 
07986 048618 (m) 

Joint Masters: 
Shit For Brains 
(Steve Parker)  

01483 833270(h)  
07791 634883(m) 

Growler  
(Sue Figgis) 

01483 423788(h) 
07969 894399(m) 
Religious Advisor : 

Golden Balls 
(Charles Bowman) 
01344 488365(h) 
07917 355421(m) 

Clutcher’s Mate : 
G & T 

(Diana George)  
01372 373 856(h) 

Hash Cash : 
Chunderos 

(Lorraine Piercy) 
01372 454907 (h)  

Trail Master: 
Mrs. G 

(Caryl Gurney) 
 01372 386921(h) 

 
Bashes, e.g. 2000th 

Bonn Bugle (Jo Avey) 
07718903 493 

 
DapperHasherie: 

Bizley Babe 
Jackie Reynolds 

01276 856279(h) 
(m) 

Biermeister: 
J Arthur (Thomas) 

01483  224491 (h) 
07986 048618 (m) 

Joint-Secs : 
Lonely 

(Ben Ralston) 
07710 981309(m) 

and 
Tequil’ over  

(Richard Piercy) 
07730 202263 (m) 
01372 454907 (h) 
01372 455397 (r)  

(r) = recorded ! 
sh3@surreyh3.org 

 www.surreyh3.org 

Well I THOUGHT the trek 
was worth it! Mind you I had my 
doubts the third time I had to U-
Turn having missed a turn or 
taken a duff one! The “helpful” 
comment on the flier: “Satnav 
directions likely to be quicker.” 
didn’t exactly instil me with 
confidence BUT I thought; give 
my “CrapNav” a go and by God 
Google Maps on a small HTC is 
CRAP! Half way down a steep, 
narrow, tree-lined, dark hill; it 
tries to make me turn left up an 
unsigned cart track with the 
world and his motor right up my 
chuff! No chance! OK I’ll revert 
to manual. OH! ... THAT is 
(rather WAS) a “Slip Road” - 
that “right hand filter lane” to 
somewhere or other; sign hidden 
by foliage! Never mind will be 
easier to turn left into it after my 
U-turn. 

Hooray, I am now on manual, 

I’ve only got to ignore the 
“Icklesham Coi Aquarium” sign 
as evidence of being in said 
Icklesham - it is in bloody 
Guestling! “Name of the 
company sir, nothing to do with 
location!” 

I “Turn first left after the 
Icklesham village sign” into 
someone’s drive, extricate, 
continue to “another” Icklesham 
village sign and turn into the well 
marked Broad Street and low and 
behold - Chez Everette’s 
resplendent in “Courtesy Flags of 
the World”. Dr. Death and I 
spend a pleasant 15 minutes 
meeting all the people in Broad 
Street who aren’t the “New 
people, darn from smoke (burn—
em!)” and then spot a gaggle of 
hashers being given the “tour” - 
Hooray finished with engines! 

Beer, 40 pints of “Wherry” 
delivered, tent up, feet up, several 

pints of Sussex imbibed, aaaah 
things are looking up! 

Good oh, it is Eskimo’s 
Birthday bash (even though the 
ACTUAL day is Sunday), I can 
try out my new “key of G” 
v e r s i o n  o f  “ H a p p y 
Birthday” (still having trouble 
remembering the 4th, or is it the 
5th bar? Can’t remember!). The 
good thing about playing 
(playing? I hear you ask) the 
trumpet is the pleasure it gives to 
people! (well me mainly, but) 
Seeing the great flush of 
“Schadenfreude” pleasure on 
“The Tub’s” face when I screw 
up a bit that has gone well all 
week! Maybe he’s right, I am not 
going to get to the “10 thousand 
hours” minimum level of ability 
r e q u i r e d  b e f o r e  p u b l i c 
performance, at least not in this 
lifetime! But that is still to come, 
for tonight is for living and the 

“Key of F” version flies and the 
candles and cake are dealt with. 

Sunday dawns bright, an 
emergency update of the on-line 
directions is performed and “The 
Woking Cider” contingent 
advised, while underway, of the 
vagaries of the originals. An 
attempt at “starting on time” and 
running on the spot in the field is 
attempted as a method of letting 
the late comers arrive (come on it 
was a bloody long way!) is 
ignored by Golden “You didn’t 
wait for me once!” Balls, and of 
go the “real runners”. A bunch of 
“Very Hasty” Hastings runners, 
nay sprinters, merge from their 
starting place at the OnON Pub 
where CL has been advising 
them of “Our Rules”: “One 
Blob—blah blah, no fish-hooks, 
no bar-bells, no re-groups, no 
pooh-bars, no thing-traps, no 
false; starts, finishes, middles, 
and… —blah blah etc.etc.” 

Date 22 Sept 2013 

Hares Eveready & Eskimo 

Venue Icklesham, Sussex 

ON ON Chez Everettes 

SUSSEX  

(NEAR)  

BY THE SEA 

squirting poo though and over the 
foot path, niceone! 

The last bit; with the pub in the 
near distance up a bloody great 
hill (not really) was slow, but the 
pub was reached, did have good 
beer (when eventually dispensed 
by the single operative), and 
WAS welcome. 

The party back at “Bramleys” - 
guess why it’s called that - 
courtesy of SBJ and Blue Suit, 
kicked off after down– downs, I 
missed them as a soaking tee-
shirt threatened ill health, and we 
were awarded a great spread of 
smoked salmon,  ch icken 
“something or other”, Cava, wine  
and all sorts of delights AND 
Space Hopper Olympics! 

GREAT weekend—Thanks to 
all involved 

OnOn 
Teq 
 



The Receding Hare-Line 2013 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Details 

Run    2007 

Date   29 Sept 2013 

Hares Ratty & Redeye 

Venue North Downs (!) 

On-Inn Botley Hill Farmhouse 

Post Code CR3 7AE 

OS TQ384545 

Scribe ?? 

All runs start at 11:00 prompt 

2008 6 Oct Capt Webb Guildford 

2009 13 Oct Hornblower, Strumpet Farley Heath 

2010 20 Oct Petal (Ian Fieldhouse) Englefield Green 

2011 27 Oct Flash & Dr Death Oxshot Woods 

2012 3 Nov Balls Break’& Dave  

2013 10 Nov Dissa  

2014 17 Nov   

2015 24 Nov Chastity Belt and KrB  

Surrey H3 Events 

1 Dec  Lionel Tye Memorial Run - Bookham -  
followed by John Maddocks Jazzmen at Preston 
Cross Hotel: £10 entry. Carvery tables bookable 
£13.95 pp -  tell Teq if you are interested, only 
Dregs need apply ;-) 

22 Dec  Jingle Bells - Milford - Chez Growler 

 

Other Hash Events 

27-9 Sept Riviera H3, Isles de Porqerolles, S. France 

2-6 Oct  Jubilee Vineyard H3, Douro Valley / Porto 

2-5 May 2014 Amsterdam H3 1100th 

23-25 May 2014 Bicester H3 40th weekend. 

25-27 Aug 2014 Brussels A Beer Odyssey  

Take M25 leave at junction 6, take exit on roundabout for 
Godstone (B2235). At first roundabout 2nd exit A25 towards 
Oxted. After 400 yards turn left into Flower Lane then Gangers 
Hill then after about 2 miles at crossroad keep right into The 
Ridge. Carpark on right - small so park tight/on road. 

Regarding the directions below, I KNOW this is the correct place 
because: 

“it is the 3rd parking slot just below Botley Hill farm.  hope you 
can nail it in OS terms, but i made mistake.  it is the car park in 
the middle (not below Botley Hill)  so the 2nd car park on your 
map. Sorry you got the right one, the middle one where your 
arrow pointed....   good night. Eva” 

OK? - Good luck, it could just be the next carpark! - Teq 

The Discovery of a New Element 

 

Scientists at CERN in Geneva have announced the discovery of the heaviest element yet known to science. The new 
element Governmentium (Gv). It has one neutron, 25 assistant neutrons, 88 deputy neutrons and 198 assistant deputy 
neutrons giving it an atomic mass of 312. These 312 particles are held together by forces called morons which are 
surrounded by vast quantities of right-on-like particles called peons. 

 

Since Governmentium has no electrons or protons, it is inert. However, it can be detected because it impedes every 
reaction with which it comes into contact. Even a tiny amount of Governmentium causes a reaction which normally takes 
only a few days to complete to four years or more to finish or resolve. 

 

Governmentium has a normal half-life of 2- 6 years. It does not decay but instead undergoes a reorganization in which a 
portion of the assistant neutrons and deputy neutrons exchange places. In fact, Governmentium’s mass will actually 
increase over time since each reorganization will cause more morons to become neutrons, forming isodopes. This 
characteristic of moron promotion leads some scientist to believe that Governmentium is formed whenever morons reach 
a critical point of concentration. This hypothetical quantity is referred to as critical morass. 

 

When catalyzed with money, Governmentium becomes Administratium, an element that radiates just as much energy as 
Governmentium since it has half as many peons but twice as many morons. Vast sums of money are consumed in the 
exchange yet no other by-products are  produced. 

Useful advice  

via Tee-Total 


